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Abstract 
In this study, the diffusion induced stress of LiCoO2 half cell with a realistic 3D 
microstructure has been studied using finite element method. The electrochemical properties under 
various C rates were studied. The discharged curves under various C rates were simulated. Results 
show that the potential drops significantly with the increase of C rates. The lithium ion 
concentration distribution under high discharging rates shows strong inhomogeneity. At high C 
rates, the small LiCoO2 particles near the separator have higher lithium ion concentration because 
of the shorter lithium migration and diffusion paths. The diffusion induced stress inside LiCoO2 
particles was calculated coupled with lithium diffusion. The results show that the stress near the 
concave and convex regions is the highest. The neck regions of the connected particles will break 
first and form several isolated particles. For isolated particles, cracks are more likely to form on 
the surface rather than inside the particle. Failure may occur in large grains ahead of small grains.  
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1. Introduction 
Lithium ion rechargeable batteries (LIBs) have attracted many attentions since they are 
desirable energy storage devices. Many studies have been carried out to increase the performance 
and cycle life of LIB. Many concerns, such as thermal runaway [1-3], dendrites formation [4, 5], 
and side reactions [6, 7], have been investigated to understand the capacity loss and failure 
mechanisms. Among these concerns, one of the critical challenge of LIB is to prevent fracture and 
mechanical failure during lithium intercalation and deintercalation processes. Experiment observes 
that 20% LiCoO2 particles fractured after 50 cycles under 0.2 C rate [8]. Thus, it is important to 
understand the diffusion induced stress in the battery materials. 
Many works have been done to study the diffusion induced stress to improve the cycle life 
of LIBs [9-12]. Zhang et al. [11, 12] studied the diffusion induced stress in LiMn2O4 under 
galvanostatic and potentiodynamic conditions using ellipsoid shaped particle model. Cheng and 
Verbrugge [10] investigated the strain energy of a spherically-shaped electrode particle under a 
periodic voltage excitation source. They evaluated the crack nucleation using strain energy density 
method. Zhao et al. [9] studied the diffusion induced fracture of LixCoO2 particles using fracture 
mechanics. However, many of these studies using single sphere particle model, and diffusion 
kinetics and electrochemical processes are simplified greatly.  
There are some attempts to simulate the diffusion induced stress in porous intercalation 
electrode. Garcia et al. [13] studied the stress and electrochemical performance in a 2D model 
geometry with sphere particles distributed inside the porous electrode. Renganathan et al. [14] 
simulated the stress inside the porous electrode by taking advantage of the P2D model. Although 
the geometry and diffusion kinetics have been improved in these works, some important features 
can not be captured using homogeneous microstructures, such as the diffusion kinetics at high C 
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rates and the geometry effect on stress. Thus, a realistic microstructure based diffusion induced 
stress study is necessary. 
To our best knowledge, realistic microstructure based stress studies in LIBs are limited. 
Lim et al. [15] calculated the stress in reconstructed graphite and LiCoO2 single particles. The 
electrochemistry framework is simplified. Wu et al. [16] investigated the diffusion induced stress 
in LiMn2O4/C whole cell using realistic microstructure, but their model is in 2D.  We recently 
simulated the diffusion induced stress in synchrotron X-ray tomography reconstructed Nickel-
Manganese-Cobalt (NMC) based half cell [17]. Hence, a 3D realistic microstructure based 
diffusion induced stress model under the complex electrochemistry framework is warranted. 
In this paper, the electrochemical performance and diffusion induced stress will be 
calculated in FIB-SEM reconstructed LiCoO2 half cell. The paper will be organized as follows: In 
section 2, the details of imaging processing and reconstruction of LiCoO2 half cell are given. In 
section 3, a set of mathematical formulations describing the electrochemistry and stress in LIBs 
are listed. In section 4, the potential response and lithium ion concentration under various C rates 
are studied. The geometry and particle size effect on stress are discussed. The stress distribution 
in the particles is also analyzed. Conclusions are given in section 5.   
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2. Image processing and domain generation 
The cross-sectional images of LiCoO2 cathode identified by FIB-SEM technique were 
reported in ref. [18]. The resolution of each gray-scale image is 35 nm × 35 nm × 62 nm. The 
image stack containing 200 images was imported into Avizo software for image processing and 
segmentation. As shown in the literature, the carbon phase is randomly distributed in the electrode 
and has a highly irregular shape. Due to the high computational cost and mesh generation 
difficulty, the carbon phase was neglected in this study. An Edge Preserving Smoothing Filter was 
applied followed by the greyscale threshold segmentation. The resulting reconstruction is a cuboid 
with a dimension of 20.02 μm × 18.13 μm × 12.04 μm. 
In order to create the LiCoO2 half cell, the separator with 4 μm thickness were added to the 
cathode domain (Fig. 1). The pore space in the cathode domain was filled with electrolyte. The 
porous structure in the separator was neglected. The three domains were meshed and imported into 
Comsol Multiphysics for further simulation. 
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Fig. 1: Illustration of LiCoO2 half cellRed color represents LiCoO2, and blue color represents 
electrolyte. 
 
3. Model description 
The mathematical model consists of electrochemistry sub-model and mechanics sub-
model. The electrochemistry model describes the species and charge transports in LiCoO2 half 
cell. The mechanics model computes the mechanical stress and diffusion induced stress in active 
particles. 
3.1 Electrochemistry 
The electrochemistry model describing battery kinetics, mass and charge transports is 
based on the work of Doyle et al. [19] and Fuller et al. [20]. In order to distinguish different 
domains, subscript of i = 1, and 2 denotes the active cathode particles and the electrolyte. 
Active cathode particles — The charge balance in the active cathode particles follows the Ohm’s 
law: 
׏ ∙ ሺെ݇ଵߘ߶ଵሻ ൌ ׏ ∙ ܬଵ ൌ 0     (1) 
where k1 is the electrical conductivity of the active cathode particles; ϕ1 is the electrical potential 
and J1 is the current density in LiCoO2 particles. 
 It is shown that the ideal solution thermodynamics assumption was applied in describing 
the transport of lithium ions and diffusion induced stress, and is widely used in battery modeling 
[12-14, 21-23]. Hence, the transport of Lithium ions in active particles is described by the modified 
Fick’s law [12, 24], which includes the effect of stress on diffusion: 
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 డ௖భడ௧ ൅ ׏ ∙ ቀെܦଵߘܿଵ ൅
஽భఆ௖భ
ோ் ߘߪ௛ቁ ൌ 0    (2) 
where c1 is the lithium ion concentration in solid particles; D1 is the diffusivity of lithium ions in 
LiCoO2; R is the universal gas constant; T is the temperature, which is set 300 K in this study; Ω 
is the partial molar volume of active particles; σh = (σ11 + σ22 + σ33)/3 is the hydrostatic stress (σij 
is the stress component in the stress tensor).  
Electrolyte — The charge transport equation of the electrolyte phase couples the concentration of 
lithium ions and the electrical potential, and has the following form: 
׏ ∙ ቀെ݇ଶߘ߶ଶ ൅ ଶ௞మோ்ி௖మ ሺ1 ൅
డ௟௡௙మ
డ௟௡௖మሻሺ1 െ ݐାሻߘܿଶቁ ൌ ׏ ∙ ܬଶ ൌ 0   (3) 
where k2 is the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte, ϕ2 is the electrical potential; F is the 
Faraday constant; c2 is the lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte; t+ is the transference number 
of positive ions, which is set 0.363 in this study; f2 is the mean molar activity coefficient of the 
electrolyte. 
 The mass transport of lithium ions in the electrolyte is expressed as: 
డ௖మ
డ௧ ൅ ׏ ∙ ሾെܦଶ ቀ1 െ
ௗ௟௡௖బ
ௗ௟௡௖మቁ ߘܿଶ ൅
௃మ௧శ
ி ሿ ൌ 0    (4) 
where D2 is the reference lithium ion diffusivity in the electrolyte; dlnc0/dlnc2 is the concentrated 
solution correction to salt diffusivity; J2 is the current density in the electrolyte. Assume the solvent 
concentration is not a function of the electrolyte [25], the term dlnc0/dlnc3 will be neglected. Since 
t+ is a constant in this study, ׏ ∙ (J2t+/F) becomes zero. 
Interface conditions —  The chemical kinetics at the particle-electrolyte interface is described by 
the Butler-Volmer relationship: 
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ܰ ൌ ௜೙ி ൌ
௜బ
ி ൈ ቄexp ቂ
ሺଵିఈሻிఎ
ோ் ቃ െ exp ቂ
ିఈிఎ
ோ் ቃቅ    (5) 
where N is the flux of lithium ions; i0 is the exchange current density; α is the cathodic charge 
transfer coefficient, which is 0.5 in this study; η is the overpotential at the particle-electrolyte 
interface.  
The exchanged current density is defined as follows: 
݅଴ ൌ ܨ݇଴ሺܿଶሻଵିఈሺܿఏሻଵିఈ൫ܿଵ,௦௨௥௙൯ఈ    (6) 
where k0 is the reaction rate; c1,surf is the concentration of lithium ions on the surface of solid 
electrode; cθ is the concentration of available vacant sites on the surface of solid particles. 
 The overpotential is given by: 
ߟ ൌ ߶ଵ െ ߶ଶ െ ܷ     (7) 
where U is the open circuit potential at the interface. 
3.2 Mechanics 
The mechanics model computes the stress and particle deformation inside the LiCoO2 half 
cell. The total strain εij of the active particles contains the mechanical strain εijme and the diffusion 
induced strain εijdis. The diffusion induced strain is formulated by the thermal analogy [10, 14]. 
The constitutive equation describing the stress and strain is given by: 
ߝ௜௝ ൌ ߝ௜௝௠௘൅	ߝ௜௝ௗ௜௦ ൌ ଵா ൣሺ1 ൅ ߭ሻߪ௜௝ െ ߭ߪ௞௞ߜ௜௝൧ ൅
௖̂ఆ
ଷ ߜ௜௝  (8) 
where E is Young’s modulus; υ is Poisson’s ratio; σij is stress tensor; ܿ̂ is the concentration 
difference of lithium ions from the original value; Ω is the partial molar volume. 
 The stress components obey mechanical equilibrium: 
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ߪ௜௝,௝ ൌ 0      (9) 
 Following ref. [13], the electrolyte was modeled as a compliance gel, which has a much 
lower Young’s modulus than LiCoO2 [26]. 
3.3  Boundary conditions and material properties 
The electrochemistry boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). At the left side of 
the current collector, a constant current density was applied. Different C rates were applied to 
simulate the discharge of LiCoO2 half cell. C rates were calculated based on the volume of LiCoO2 
particles, specific capacity of LiCoO2 (0.137 Ah/g) and the cross section area of the half cell. The 
corresponding 1C rate is 8.6216 A/m2. At the right side of the electrolyte, the electric potential was 
set 0 V. For all other outer surfaces, no flux boundary conditions were applied. 
The boundary conditions for mechanics model are shown in Fig. 2 (b). Since the cathode 
domain in this study is a portion of entire cathode, the symmetry boundary conditions were set at 
the upper, lower and left sides. At the right side of the electrolyte, fixed boundary condition was 
applied. 
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(a) 
                   
(b) 
Fig. 2: Boundary conditions in LiCoO2 half cell. (a) electrochemistry model; (b) mechanics model. 
Red color represents LiCoO2, and blue color represents electrolyte. 
 The material properties used in the model are listed in Table 1. For electrical conductivity, 
lithium ion diffusivity and other related parameters in the electrolyte were those at 25 °C as 
provided in ref. [27]. The open circuit potential of LiCoO2 and reaction rate constant at the cathode-
electrolyte interface was chosen from ref. [28]. 
Table 1 Material properties used in the model 
 LiCoO2 Current collector electrolyte 
Initial concentration (mol/m3) 25777 / 1000 
Maximum concentration (mol/m3) 51555 [29] / / 
Electrical conductivity (S/m) 10 [28] 3.5×107 [16] See ref. [27] 
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Diffusivity (m2/s) 1×10-13 [29] / See ref. [27] 
Young’s modulus (GPa) 70 [14] / 0.001 [13] 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 [14] / 0.25 [13] 
Partial molar volume (m3/mol) -1.947×10-6 [30] / / 
 
4. Results and discussion 
The mathematical model described in section 3 was implemented in Comsol Multiphysics 
PDE module. The simulation time step was set 0.001 s. The LiCoO2 half cell discharged under 
various C rates was simulated. In this study, the LiCoO2 half cell was discharged during the state 
of charge (SOC) from 0.5 to 1. The state of charge was defined as the ratio of the maximum local 
lithium ion concentration to the stoichiometric lithium ion concentration in LiCoO2 particles. The 
initial SOC for discharge was set 0.5, because experiment observes that lithium ions can’t 
intercalate into LixCoO2 particles if x<0.5 [31]. 
4.1 Electrochemical response 
The simulated discharge curve of LiCoO2 half cell was shown in Fig. 3. The half cell 
discharged at 0.5 C rate has the best electrochemical performance. At 5 C, the potential drops 
significantly compared with the 0.5 C and 1C case. At the end of discharge, the potential of the 
cell discharged at 5 C is 0.24 V lower than the 0.5 C. The large internal resistance at high current 
density causes this phenomenon. 
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Fig. 3: Simulated discharge curves of LiCoO2 half cell under 0.5 C, 1C and 5 C rates. 
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 The lithium ion concentration profiles at SOC=1 under various C rates were shown in 
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Fig. 4. At 0.5 C, the lithium ion concentration distribution at the end of discharge is 
homogeneous (see 
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Fig. 4 (a), (b) and (c)). With the increase of the current density, the spatial lithium ion 
concentration becomes more inhomogeneous (see 
 
Fig. 4 (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i)). This is due to the position and size of the LiCoO2 particles. 
Here are some observations: (1) The smaller the LiCoO2 particles, the easier for lithium ions 
intercalate into the active material. This causes higher lithium ion concentration in these particles. 
It can be explained by the shorter diffusion distance from the particle surface to the middle. (2) 
The more the LiCoO2 particles away from the separator (separator is the lithium source during the 
discharge process), the less likely for lithium ions to diffuse into the particles. It leads lower lithium 
ion concentration in the particles. The reason can be contributed to the longer migration paths of 
lithium ions from the separator. Hence, combined (1) and (3), the smaller LiCoO2 particles near 
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the separator have higher lithium ion concentration, and larger particles near the current collector 
has lower lithium ion concentration. In realistic geometry model, the inhomogeneous size and 
distribution of active materials causes the inhomogeneity of the electrochemical properties. This 
is what traditional 1D model failed to predict. 
 
Fig. 4: Lithium ion concentration in LiCoO2 particles under various C rates. The figures are 
taken from the cross section of the half cell which positioned at z=10 µm. 
(a) SOC=0.6 under 0.5 C. (b) SOC=0.8 under 0.5 C (c) SOC=1 under 0.5 C  
(d) SOC=0.6 under 1 C (e) SOC=0.8 under 1 C (f) SOC=1 under 1 C  
(g) SOC=0.6 under 5 C (h) SOC=0.8 under 0.5 C (i) SOC=1 under 5 C 
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4.2 Stress response 
The failure of the brittle materials is often related to the tensile stress [21]. In order to 
capture the failure inside the LiCoO2 cathode, the 1st principal stresses insede the cathode were 
calculated. The maximum 1st principal stresses in LiCoO2 particles under 0.5 C, 1 C and 5 C rates 
are shown in Fig. 5. Under galvanostatic discharge conditions, the stress levels increase 
monotonically. With the increase of the discharging current density, the maximum tensile stresses 
increase. The maximum stress at 5 C is 153 MPa, which is about 50% larger than the 1 C case and 
120% larger than the 0.5 C case. Since the yield strengh of LiCoO2 is around 100 MPa [14], it is 
predicted that the LiCoO2 cathode will experience fracture under 5 C discharging rate. 
 
Fig. 5: Time history of maximum 1st principal stress in LiCoO2 particles under 0.5 C, 1 C and 5 C 
rates. 
To better understand the failure mechanisms in the LiCoO2 half cell, the stress distribution 
inside the particles was investigated. In Fig. 6, the 1st principal stress distribution inside the LiCoO2 
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particles at SOC=1 under 5 C rate is shown. Unlike the uniform stress distribution in 1D model 
[32] and single particle model [12], the stress distribution shows strong geometry effect. There are 
some features for stress distribution: (1) In the concave and convex regions, the 1st principal 
stresses are much higher than other areas (case A). (2) For isolated LiCoO2 particles, the stresses 
in large grains are higher than small grains if there is no stress concentraion near the connecting 
regions (case B). (3) If the LiCoO2 particles are isolated, the stresses on the surface of the LiCoO2 
particles are higher than the stresse on the surface (case C), which is in agreement with previous 
simulation observations [16]. Since the stresses near the concave and covex regions are the highest, 
the cracks may be initiated in these regions. Once the cracks propogate, the neck regions of the 
connected particles will break and form several isolated particles. For isolated particles, cracks are 
more likely to form on the surface rather than inside the particles. Failure may occur in large grains 
ahead of small grains.   
 
Fig. 6: 1st principal stress distribution in reconstructed LiCoO2 particles at SOC=1 under 5 C rate. 
The figures are taken from the cross section of the half cell which positioned at z=10 µm. 
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To study the geometry effect more quantitatively, the stress distribution near the convex 
and concave regions was investigated. In the study, four points were selected to represent the 
concave and convex regions, as shown in Fig. 7 (a). A and C represent the concave regions, while 
B and D represent the convex regions. The 1st principal stress time history of four points under 1 
C rate was shown in Fig. 7 (b). The stresses of all of the four points shows the similar pattern as 
Fig. 5. The stress levels increase with the discharging time. The 1st principal stresses of two 
concave points A and C are higher than the corresponding convex points B and D. The maximum 
principal stress of point A is 28.9 MPa, which is about 32% higher than the stress of point B. The 
maximum stress of point C is 25% larger than its correspoonding convex point D. Hence, the 
maximum tensile stress is more likely to occur at concave regions rather than convex regions. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Fig. 7: (a) The positions of four selected points A, B, C and D. (b) The 1st principal stress time 
history of four selected points A, B, C and D under 1 C rate. 
 To study the stress distribution inside the LiCoO2 particles, two lines were selected in an 
isolated single particle. L1 is the horizontal line inside the particle, while L2 is the verticle line. 
The positions of two lines are shown in Fig. 8 (a). The 1st principal stress distributions along L1 
and L2 are shown in Fig. 8 (b). The stress distribution along L1 and L2 shows similar features. On 
particle surfaces, the stress has the largest value along both lines. The minimum magnitude is 
reached in the middle of L1 and L2. In order to explain this phenomenon, the lithium concentration 
gradient along these two lines was investigated. Here, the lithium concentration gradient is defined 
as the difference of the local lithium concentration and the mean lithium concentration. As shown 
in Fig. 8 (b), the lithium ion concentration gradient has the smallest value in the middle of the 
particle. Hence, the diffusion induced strain becomes the lowest in the middle of L1 and L2 and 
the highesr at two ends of L1 and L2 according to the equation (8). Thus, cracks may initiated on 
the surfaces of the particle. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 8: (a) The positions of two selected lines L1 and L2. (b) The 1st principal stress and lithium 
concentration gradient of L1 and L2 under 1 C rate. 
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5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the electrochemical properties and diffusion induced stresses in LiCoO2 with 
realistic 3D microstructures have been investigated using finite element method. The conclusions 
are summarized as follows: 
(1) The discharged curves under various C rates were simulated. The potential drops 
significantly with the increase of C rates. 
(2) The lithium ion concentration distribution under high discharging rates shows strong 
inhomogeneity. At high C rates, the small LiCoO2 particles near the separator have 
higher lithium ion concentration because of the shorter lithium migration and diffusion 
paths. 
(3) The maximum 1st principal stress under different C rates increases at the initial stage 
and then decreases. The maximum stress at 5 C is 153 MPa, which is about 50% larger 
than the 1 C case and 120% larger than the 0.5 C case.  
(4) The maximum stress is more likely to occur at concave regions rather than convex 
regions. The study shows the maximum tensile stresses in the concave region can be 
32% larger than the convex region. 
(5) For isolated LiCoO2 particles, the fracture is more likely to occur on the surface rather 
than inside the particles. The high surface stress can be contributed to the higher lithium 
concentration gradient on the surface.  
(6) Failures are more likely to occur in large grains. 
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